Exam and question tutorial strategic case study
2019 CIMA Professional Qualification
Exam tutorial
The case study exam tutorial allows you to gain familiarity with the technology used to
deliver the exam. It is also available 15 minutes prior to starting your test and can be
accessed here.

Question tutorial
The strategic case study question tutorial provides you with an opportunity to practice a
full length case study exam using computer based assessment. We have prepared two
sample case study exams based on the 2019 CIMA Professional Qualification. This
document contains all the supporting material you will need before and after you have
completed the tutorial.

Before the tutorial

Pre-seen material which applies to both variants can be accessed here

Take the tutorial

The question tutorial can be accessed here
To access an exam you will need to create an account and then select the exam. There
is no charge. Exams can be taken immediately or within 1 month.

After the tutorial

Review model answers and marking schemes:
•
•
•
•

Model answer for variant 1 can be accessed here
Marking scheme for variant 1 can be accessed here
Model answer for variant 2 can be accessed here
Marking scheme for variant 2 can be accessed here
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You are the Senior Manager in Fizz which is a large company that manufactures soft drinks.
Fizz has its head office in Nortland and is quoted on the Nortland Stock Exchange. You
report directly to the Board and advise on special projects and strategic matters.
Nortland uses International Financial Reporting Standards.
Nortland’s currency is the N$.
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The soft drinks market
Any drink that does not contain alcohol is classed as a soft drink.
Retail sales of soft drinks in Nortland amounted to N$12.3 billion in the year to 31 December
2018.
Soft drinks can be split into two main categories: carbonated soft drinks (CSDs) and still
drinks. Carbonated soft drinks have carbon dioxide (CO2) gas dissolved in them in order to
create bubbles when they are opened and consumed. Still drinks do not contain CO2 gas.
CSDs include a wide range of drinks, such as cola, fruit-flavour drinks and sparkling water.
Some drinks contain caffeine to make them refreshing. Some contain a high concentration of
caffeine or another stimulant and additional sugar so that they can be marketed as “energy
drinks”. Some CSDs are sold as “mixers” because they are generally mixed with alcohol
before consumption.
Still drinks include fruit juice and juice-flavoured drinks, still water, dairy-based drinks such
as flavoured milk, and squashes, which are sold as concentrates and are diluted with water
before drinking.
Care has to be taken with the words “flavour” and “flavoured” in the food industry. A drink
can be sold as, say, “orange flavour” if it tastes like orange juice, even if the flavour has been
derived from artificial flavouring. The drink would actually have to contain orange juice in
order to be described as “orange flavoured”.
Manufacturers have two main distribution channels for their products:
•

The off-trade comprises bulk sales to major retailers and wholesalers who supply
smaller retailers. The final consumers who buy these drinks will be expected to consume
them off the vendor’s premises.
Off-trade products are packaged as cans and bottles, ranging from individual servings of
250ml, 330 ml or 500ml up to 1 litre, 2 litre or 3 litre bottles for sharing.
Some major retailers sell their own-brand drinks alongside branded products from
manufacturers such as Fizz. Own-brand products accounted for 23% of the off-trade
market by value in 2018.

•

The on-trade comprises sales to
cafes, restaurants, bars and
other outlets where consumers
are expected to consume the
drinks on the premises. Major
ontrade outlets will buy directly
from the manufacturer, but there
are also wholesalers who service
the on-trade channel.
On-trade sales can be in the
form of cans or bottles for
consumption on the premises or
as syrups that are pumped
through a soda fountain
dispenser that mixes the syrup with carbonated water to create drinks that are sold by
the glass. Bars often sell small cans and bottles as mixers, or they can add a small dash
of a soft drink from a dispenser.
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Nortland’s overall soft drinks market breaks down by retail sales value as follows:
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Off-trade sales are split 49% CSD and 51% still by value. On-trade are 72% CSD and 28%
still.
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Retail sales of soft drinks in Nortland totalled N$12.3 billion in the year to 31 December
2018, of which N$8.2 billion was off-trade and N$4.1 billion was on-trade.
Retail prices are significantly higher for on-trade sales and so on-trade sales account for
approximately 10% of soft drink sales by volume, despite being roughly 33% by value
Company background
Fizz was founded by the Clann family in 1890. The company’s first products were marketed
as refreshing tonics that were designed to settle mild stomach upsets and to help invalids to
keep themselves hydrated.
Fizz sells soft drinks (non-alcoholic). The company manufactured 422 million litres of soft
drinks in the year to 31 December 2018.
Fizz was listed on the Nortland Stock Exchange in 1962. The Clann family still holds 18% of
the company’s shares.
Several of Fizz’s earliest products are still in production, most notably Froot, a carbonated
soft drink that is very popular in Nortland and has a growing global market.
The company’s main products are:

CSD (carbonated) drinks
Froot

The company’s most popular product that has changed very little since it
was first sold as “Fizz Fruit Drink” in 1890. The drink’s name had to
change to Froot in the 1960s because changing consumer protection
legislation would have required a significant increase in the amount of
fruit, as opposed to fruit flavourings, contained in the drink. Froot is widely
available from on-trade and off-trade outlets throughout Nortland.
Froot has a refreshing taste. The regular version is sweetened with corn
syrup, which contains a great deal of fructose, a naturally occurring sugar,
but there is also a sugar-free version that is sweetened artificially.
A 330ml can of Froot contains about as much caffeine as a cup of coffee.

Fizz
Carbonated

Fizz sells a range of carbonated drinks, including Fizz Cola, Fizz Orange
and Fizz Cream Soda. These drinks sell steadily through the off-trade
sector, but they are not market leaders.
Fizz Carbonated drinks have both regular and sugar free versions and
they contain the same level of caffeine as Froot.

Funn

Funn is a range of energy drinks that are marketed primarily at
consumers in their teens and early 20s. A can of Funn contains a
significant quantity of sugar to give the consumer an energy boost and a
concentrated shot of caffeine, equivalent to drinking three cups of coffee
or three cans of a traditional carbonated drink such as Froot.
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Still drinks
Clann Cordial

Joocy Juice

Clann Cordial is a concentrated drink that is mixed with water before
consumption. It comes in a range of fruit flavours. It is sold through the
off-trade channel.
Joocy Juice is a range of real fruit juices that are sold in 1 litre cartons.
Juicy Juice is a premium brand. It is made by harvesting fruit and having
it pressed locally. The resulting juice is then packaged into cartons
immediately and shipped to Nortland for sale.
Fizz’s competitors use concentrated juice. They extract the juice and then
evaporate away most of the water content. The concentrated juice is then
shipped to Nortland in tanks. The juice is reconstituted by adding water
before packaging it in cartons. This process is far cheaper, but the
process affects the flavour of the juice and removes some of its vitamin
content. Joocy Juice is made by extracting the juice and packaging it
onsite. The resulting juice is said to taste better and have a higher
vitamin content because it has not been processed to extract the water.

In addition, Fizz sells Clann Spring Water in both carbonated and still versions. The water is
collected from a spring that surfaces in a plot of land close to Fizz’s factory in Nortland. Both
still and carbonated water is packaged in cans and bottles for sale through off-trade and
ontrade.
Fizz is one of the largest manufacturers of soft drinks in Nortland.
Fizz’s main competitor is Qwench which manufactures its
own range of CSDs and still drinks. Qwench also has the
franchise to bottle and sell a global-brand of cola drink. The
cola drink’s manufacturer makes and sells its drink in the
USA. It achieves global sales by selling its drink as a
concentrated syrup, which it sells in bulk to a designated
franchisee in each national market. The franchisee dilutes
the syrup with carbonated water and sells it in bottles and
cans that are identical to those made by the original
manufacturer. Qwench generates 45% of its revenues from
this franchising arrangement.
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The manufacturing process
Carbonated drinks, including Froot, are largely water, although this is combined with a host
of other ingredients that are necessary to create not only the flavour, but also the colour and
the physical sensations associated with consuming these drinks. For example, acids not only
preserve the product, they create a sharpness to the drink and stimulate saliva flow.
The water used in the drinks must be very pure. Apart from health risks, any impurities or
bacteria could taint the flavour and could result in rapid deterioration, including clouding of
the product which would make it unsaleable. Fizz filters and sterilises all water.
There is a cooking process to create
the syrup that provides the colour
and the distinctive taste of each
drink. The syrups are highly
concentrated so that they can be
combined with the purified water and
the sugar or artificial sweeteners to
create the basic drink. All that needs
to be done to complete the
production process is the addition of
CO2.
Finally, the carbonated drinks are
bottled or canned and the filled
containers are sealed to prevent the
escape of the CO2 gas.
Clann Cordial is made in a very
similar manner, although there is a
much higher concentration of syrup and the product does not contain CO2.
All of Fizz’s carbonated drinks and cordials are manufactured at a single factory, with several
production lines. The factory has canning and bottling facilities on site and a distribution
centre.
Joocy Juice is made by pressing fresh fruit, with the resulting juices filtered and packaged
immediately by third parties located close to the origin of the juice. The packaged juices are
shipped to Nortland. The logistical arrangements for the transportation and delivery of the
juices are managed by Fizz’s distribution centre. Some of the juice is delivered directly to
customers, such as major supermarkets. The remainder is delivered to the distribution
centre at Fizz’s factory.
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Administration and systems
Fizz relies heavily on an integrated suite of enterprise software to manage every
aspect of its operations. The software manages all aspects of internal and external
communications and all aspects of the administration of Fizz’s supply chain.
The information systems monitor inventory levels and schedule purchases and
manufacturing accordingly. Routine purchases are managed using Electronic Data
Interchange, with orders placed and suppliers’ invoices settled electronically. The
system also manages sales, checking customer’s credit, creating despatch
instructions, monitoring customer balances and tracking receipts.
The system captures data and maintains all reporting systems for both internal
management reports and external financial reporting. The system can prepare
detailed management reports. It can prepare detailed analyses at management’s
request, without the need for complicated programming. This flexibility enables
management to plan ahead.
The Board relies on the information from this system to inform budgeting and
forecasting processes and for inputs into the company’s enterprise risk management
system.
The company’s servers are located in a secure building that is adjacent to the factory.
All data is backed up to a remote location that is managed by a specialist third-party
cloud service provider.
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Internal audit
Fizz’s internal audit department comprises a team of 14 audit professional staff and
four administrative staff. Eleven of the professional staff are qualified accountants
and the remainder are trainees who are registered as students.
The Chief Internal Auditor reports to Michelle Adams, who is one of Fizz’s nonexecutive directors and is the convener of the Audit Committee. The Chief Internal
Auditor attends all meetings of the Audit Committee in an advisory capacity to speak
on any matters arising from the internal audit programme and any internal audit
reports. The Chief Internal Auditor does not have a vote.
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Cost of making a can of Froot
The costings of making a 330ml can of Froot are as follows:
N$
Raw materials
Carbonated water
High fructose corn syrup
Colouring
Phosphoric acid
Natural flavours
Caffeine
Aluminium can

0.0038
0.0788
0.0074
0.0045
0.0900
0.0023
0.0500

Total materials
Labour
Manufacturing overheads
Shipping

0.2386
0.0300
0.0250
0.0600

Total cost

0.3518

Fizz also sells Froot in 500ml cans, 1 litre and 2 litre bottles and as cartons of concentrated
syrup for sales to bars, cafes and restaurants that are equipped with soda fountains.
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Organisation Chart

CEO

Finance
Director

Buying
Department

Information
Systems
Department

Chairman

Production
Director

Human
Resources
Director

Production
Department

Human
Resources
Department
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4

8

Constant quality
checks are
conducted at each
stage in the
manufacturing
process.

Production
manager

Supplies of raw
materials may be
interrupted.

3

4

12

Fizz takes pride in
selecting only high
quality and
dependable
suppliers.

Chief buyer

Failure of key IT
systems.

3

5

15

Fizz maintains
backup systems.

IT manager

Disruption of
deliveries.

3

5

15

Fizz works closely
with all relevant
authorities and
monitors factors
such as the
weather.

Logistics
manager

3

3

9

Fizz invests in
trademark and
other forms of
protection. Legal
enforcement is
used when
necessary.

Board

Responsibility

Risk factor (LxS)
Low risk 1-8
Medium risk 9-14
High risk 15-25

2

Control

Severity
1=Minor impact
5=Major impact

Problems with
product safety.

Risk

Likelihood
1=Unlikely
5=Very likely

Risk register extracts

Operational

Commercial
Intellectual property
rights may be
compromised.
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Commercial
continued
Legislation or tax
penalties to
discourage the sale
of high calorie
products.

2

5

10

Fizz maintains
good relations with
government.

Board

Changing consumer
tastes may lead to
declining sales.

4

5

20

Fizz conducts
constant market
research.

Sales
manager

Financial risks,
including volatility in
currency and
commodity prices.

4

5

20

Financial markets
are kept under
constant review.

Finance
manager
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Board committees

The Audit Committee is responsible for Board oversight of the integrity of
Fizz’s financial reporting process, the Group’s system of internal controls,
Group risk management and the quality of the Group’s internal and external
audits.

Audit

The Audit Committee reviews the internal audit department’s annual work
programme, discussing priorities and areas of emphasis with the Chief
Internal Auditor. The Audit Committee also receives copies of all internal
audit reports and seeks explanations for any significant problems or failures
that are reported.
The Audit Committee oversees Fizz’s enterprise risk management (ERM)
programme. The Audit Committee periodically receives reports on and
discusses governance of Fizz’s approach to risk management and the
effectiveness of the associated processes.
The Audit Committee meets the partner responsible for the external audit in
order to discuss the planned approach to forthcoming audits and also to
discuss the key findings from completed audits.

The Compensation Committee takes responsibility for the approach taken
to Board compensation. The Committee must approve any and all changes
to the rewards paid to executive directors. The Committee also ensures
Compensation that due process is followed with regard to discretionary payments, such as
performance-related bonuses and other benefits that are referred to in
directors’ contracts.

Nomination

The Nomination Committee is responsible for setting criteria for selecting
suitable candidates to fill any vacancies on the Board. The Committee is
also responsible for preparing shortlists of suitable candidates whose
profiles meet those criteria.
The Committee meets as and when required when vacancies arise. The
Committee also meets once every year to discuss succession planning in
the event of any departures from the Board.
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Fizz strategy
The Board of Fizz is committed to pursuing the following strategies:
Maintain growth in core markets
Fizz is well established in Nortland, selling a wide range of popular soft drinks.
There could be opportunities that would be worth exploiting. For example, demand for bottled
water is increasing and the Clann Spring Water brand is not particularly prominent.
Fizz needs to retain the values associated with its product range, whilst ensuring that new
products are developed.
Exploit global opportunities
Fizz is essentially a domestic manufacturer, with considerable strength in its Nortland base.
Fizz has had limited success in exporting Froot, with most exports being to supply retailers in
holiday destinations that are popular with tourists from Nortland, who wish to buy familiar
products. It is extremely difficult to break into mainstream drinks retailing.
Develop consumer trust
Soft drinks have been associated with a number of health scares in recent years and Fizz
must take care to develop both products and marketing strategies that can overcome such
difficulties.
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Extracts from financial statements

Fizz
Consolidated income statement
For the year ended 31 December

Revenue
Cost of sales
Gross profit
Operating expenses
Operating profit
Finance costs
Profit before tax
Tax on profit
Profit for year
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2018
2017
N$m
N$m
336.2
365.3
(166.4) (175.6)
169.8
189.7
(94.0) (92.3)
75.8
97.4
(1.1)
(0.4)
74.7
97.0
(8.7) (10.3)
66.0
86.7
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Fizz
Consolidated statement of financial position
As at 31 December
2018
2017
N$m
N$m
Non-current assets
Intangible assets
141.9 109.2
Property, plant and equipment
116.0 109.8
257.9 219.0
Current assets
Inventories
Trade receivables
Cash and cash equivalents

Total assets
Equity
Share capital and share
premium
Retained earnings

Non-current liabilities
Loans
Deferred tax

Current liabilities
Trade payables
Current tax

©CIMA2019 No reproduction without prior consent

21.4
68.0
10.4
99.8

19.8
69.8
7.0
96.6

357.7

315.6

17.6
255.2
272.8

17.6
220.0
237.6

21.3
10.1
31.4

10.4
9.8
20.2

45.3
8.2
53.5

47.8
10.0
57.8

357.7

315.6
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Extracts from financial statements of Fizz’s closest competitor

Qwench
Consolidated income statement
For the year ended 31 December

Revenue
Cost of sales
Gross profit
Operating expenses
Operating profit
Finance costs
Profit before tax
Tax on profit
Profit for year
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2018
2017
N$m
N$m
1,690.1 1,882.2
(703.5) (753.4)
986.6 1,128.8
(654.1) (680.5)
332.5
448.3
(27.2)
(30.9)
305.3
417.4
(42.9)
(36.5)
262.4
380.9
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Qwench
Consolidated statement of financial position
As at 31 December
2018
2017
N$m
N$m
Non-current assets
Intangible assets
702.7
704.6
Property, plant and equipment
332.1
305.0
1,034.8 1,009.6
Current assets
Inventories
Trade receivables
Derivative financial instruments
Cash and cash equivalents

Total assets
Equity
Share capital and share
premium
Cash flow hedge reserve
Retained earnings

Non-current liabilities
Loans
Deferred tax

Current liabilities
Trade payables
Derivative financial instruments
Current tax

118.8
379.1
67.4
316.3
881.6

109.5
359.8
184.3
653.6

1,916.4 1,663.2

140.3
68.3
774.5
983.1

140.3
(4.8)
592.8
728.3

340.0
49.3
389.3

386.3
46.1
432.4

505.1
38.9
544.0

463.2
4.6
34.7
502.5

1,916.4 1,663.2
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Qwench
Accounting policy extracts
Derivative financial instruments
Derivatives are initially recognised at their fair value whenever derivative contracts are
entered into. They are subsequently re-measured at their fair values.
The gain or loss on re-measurement to fair value is recognised immediately in the statement
of profit or loss, unless they are accounted for under hedge accounting. Where the
instruments qualify for hedge accounting, recognition of any resultant gain or loss depends
on the nature of the item being hedged.
Where hedge accounting is applicable, Qwench documents the relationship between
hedging instruments and hedged items, as well the risk management objectives and
strategy. Qwench also documents the basis on which it believes the hedge to be highly
effective in offsetting changes in fair values or cash flows of hedged items.

Cash flow hedges
The effective portion of changes in the fair value of derivatives that are designated and
qualify as cash flow hedges are recognised in other comprehensive income.
The gain or loss relating to any ineffective portion is recognised immediately in the statement
of profit or loss.
Cumulative amounts recognised in other comprehensive income are recycled through profit
or loss in the period when the hedged item affects profit or loss.
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Share prices for Fizz and Qwench
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Some Industry & Market Ratios
Soft Drink Industry Median
1.77

Stock Market Median
1.67

Share Price/Earnings Ratio

26.20

20.59

Share Price/Book Ratio

6.05

1.96

Share Price/Sales Ratio
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Press clippings

Daily News
Are soft drink manufacturers ignoring
obesity risks?
The blog site “Fighting Fat” has been running a hugely successful campaign against
the sugar in soft drinks that children love. There are now over 500,000 bloggers on the
site.
The soft drinks manufacturers are fighting back with their own publicity claiming that
parents need to take some responsibility themselves and prevent their children drinking
so many sweet fizzy drinks.
Many schools have banned sugary drinks in their snack shops due to parent and
government pressure.

Financial Daily News
12th May 2019

Fizz’s profits fall
The publication of Fizz’s 2018 results
saw share prices fall slightly. This was
not unexpected and the share price fell
only slightly.
The company’s Board released a
statement reassuring shareholders that
trading conditions in 2018 had been
difficult due to increasing
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competition from soft drinks manufacturers
overseas and that Fizz had in fact “done
well”.
Industry analysts noted that Qwench, Fizz’s
largest competitor, had already reported a
far more severe decline in profits and so
Fizz’s performance dip had been expected.
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Daily News
The True Cost of Sugary Drinks
The increasing incidence of obesity is having a profound effect on the nation’s health
and is diverting increasing amounts of resources from the health service.
Fatty foods used to be the main cause of obesity, but foods and drinks with high sugar
content are emerging as more significant causes.
Governments are increasingly concerned about the rising costs of illnesses such as
type 2 diabetes and cancer, which have risen alongside an obesity epidemic. The
battle between food companies and governments may be only just beginning; if health
systems fail under the strain of obesity-related diseases, regulators will act to prevent
rather than treat them afterwards.
Several countries are introducing legislation to help curb intake of sugary foods;
health warnings, sales taxes, banning of junk foods in schools, restrictions on
advertising to children and reduced portion sizes will become more prevalent.
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Daily News
Health Watchdog Issues Warning on
Energy Drinks
The current fashion for young adults to drink energy drinks has led to a warning from
the medical profession concerning the safety of those drinks.
Energy drinks are sold as “dietary supplements”, which means that there are fewer
restrictions on the concentration of the stimulants that give them their refreshing
properties. Legally, soft drinks cannot contain more than 71mg of caffeine in a can, but
there is no legal limit on the quantity that can be added to an energy drink. Some
products contain as much as 400mg per can, equivalent to drinking several cups of
strong coffee.
Most consumers are aware of the effects of caffeine but many do not realise that energy
drinks usually contain other stimulants as well, such as guarana, which is essentially a
compound of caffeine. Doctors are concerned that consumers do not fully understand
the risks that they are taking.
Dr Surya Prakash, a consultant physician specialising in eating disorders, warned
consumers that consuming that quantity of caffeine could increase blood pressure and
might affect behaviour. He recommended that consumers should not drink these
products on a daily basis and that they should never drink more than one can in a single
day.
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CIMA will not accept challenges to these answers on the basis of academic
judgement.

TASK 1
Requirement 1 – risk register
The whole point of the risk register is to ensure that risks are kept under observation
and are managed appropriately. We need to be realistic about both the risk and the
severity in order to do so. If we rate every risk as high then we will waste resources on
observing and managing risks that are unlikely to occur. Every risk that is listed must,
by definition, have a chance of occurring, otherwise it should not be on the register.
Thus, every risk classed as a probability of 1 or 2 could occur, even though such an
event would effectively be unexpected.
The fact that the likelihood was classified as relatively low does not mean that it was
not going to occur, merely that the probability was not deemed to be high. If the
criticism is allowed to stand then Hong Li is effectively complaining that managers
cannot predict the future, which is an unrealistic expectation. The danger is that
managers may classify all risks as high in order to avoid such criticisms in the future
and that could undermine the usefulness of the risk register by flagging too many risks
as likely.
The fact that we rated the likelihood at 2/5 could have been an accurate reflection of
the information that was available to us at the time. We can only determine why the tax
was given such a low probability if we revisit the information that was available to us at
the time with regard to the government’s intentions during the period leading up to the
announcement. We might reassure Hong by explaining where the evaluation of the
probability came from. We might also show that the risks had been reviewed
reasonably recently in order to reassure Hong that risks are kept under constant
review.
On a related note, the question of when the entry was last updated would also be
worth exploring. Managers should not be criticised for failing to predict adverse events,
but they can be expected to respond to news and fresh information as and when it
becomes available. Hong Li would be justified in complaining if the register had been
allowed to become out of date.
It is worth pointing out that the nature of both the food industry and of politics means
that there will be a constant threat of adverse legislation. The government may wish to
demonstrate its concern about public health and may target almost any sector of the
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food industry in order to do so. The proposals from the health minister would cost
nothing for the government to implement and could even yield net revenues so it could
easily be a policy that is kept in reserve by the government in order to distract attention
from bad news elsewhere. In other words, it would be impossible to determine when
such a policy would be proposed, if ever. In that event, we could easily waste
resources in planning for such a contingency because there would be little or no
warning as to when it will be put into effect.
Requirement 2 – share price
According to the efficient markets hypothesis, any share price movement will be
rational in an economic sense if it is triggered by new information that has implications
for future cash flows. Presumably, the stock market was aware of the possibility of a
sugar tax, but the market would not know details such as the timing of any
announcement or the details such as the planned rate of tax. The significant fall in the
share price could be explained by concerns that the tax rate was higher than might
have been expected or that the tax would be introduced sooner than had been
expected.
Arguably, the share prices reflected the possibility of a sugar tax, allowing for doubt as
to whether the tax would be levied and the timing of the change. The price reflected
expectations, allowing for the possibility that the tax would not be charged or that the
rate would be lower. The announcement itself would, therefore, have contained new
information that could not have been available to the market in advance.
It would be a mistake to attribute the rapid recovery within hours of the price decrease
to irrational behaviour. An efficient market requires information to reflect available
information, but the announcement itself created a host of possibilities that would have
to be evaluated. Market participants would have to contact sources in order to
establish whether there was any further background information that could be
obtained. That does not imply that the initial event was incorrectly priced, rather that
the markets required time to fully explore the implications and look into other potential
sources of information.
The share price could have fallen because investors might be concerned that some
participants knew more than others. One strong possibility would be that the Minister
had released an initial announcement with a view to adding further “bad news” later in
the day in order to manage political implications, such as negative press comment.
When no bad news emerged, the markets could be reassured and might price the
shares on the basis that no bad news would be forthcoming.
Share prices are driven by informed investors, who have the skills required to make
sense of any news that becomes available. Such investors could make use of their
skills to benefit from short-term speculative forces and gain at the expense of less
skilled participants. The better informed investors might sell short when the news
announcement was made, benefitting from their understanding of market psychology,
and then close out their positions in the course of the day.
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Task 2
Requirement 1 – digital strategy
Anthony’s proposal goes beyond simply creating an app for consumers. It offers a
means to protect revenues from the main products and to create additional revenue
streams if the strategy proves successful. It could also create scope for the creation of
new revenue streams that are related to the sale of existing products, but that exploit
the data that the app will enable Fizz to gather.
The first question that we might ask is whether this is a suitable direction for Fizz. Fizz
faces problems arising from the fact that its products can be unhealthy when
consumed to excess. This app has the potential to raise consumers’ awareness in a
subtle way that encourages them to switch from unhealthy drinks to healthier products,
including Fizz bottled water. Easing consumers away from high-calorie drinks in favour
of healthier Fizz products could prove beneficial because of clear messages that
traditional soft drinks are potentially harmful. In an ideal world, Fizz would probably
benefit from ceasing the manufacture of unhealthy drinks so that it could focus on its
range of sugar-free products. That would offer economies of scale in manufacturing
and distribution.
Secondly, this strategy is feasible because Fizz’s cans and bottles already have
barcodes to enable them to be recognised by retailers’ point of sale systems. It may
prove moderately expensive to develop the app, but this should not be a major
programming challenge and so the cost should be justified. The big question is
whether consumers will download the app and use it. If it is promoted properly then
consumers might view this as an attractive variation on social media. The operating
costs should be minimal once the app is up and running. Even the discount vouchers
will be affordable because they will be targeted at consumers whose custom is worth
retaining.
Thirdly, the long-term acceptability of the app must be considered. Retailers will be
interested in the data that will be collected, but only if the app reaches a sizeable
group of consumers. If it succeeds in terms of penetration of the market then the app
results will be of value in negotiating relationships with retailers and other
manufacturers. It will effectively give Fizz a valuable data set that it can use to
monetise its relationship with its consumers. The danger is that it will be easily
replicated. It would not be difficult for other manufacturers to create their own apps,
which might encroach on Fizz’s market and dilute the value of the results. It may be
more sustainable to develop the app in collaboration with other major drinks
manufacturers.
Finally, Fizz may discover that a meaningful and constructive digital strategy requires
more than an attractive app and it could suffer if it implements this idea without taking
care. The app could create the impression that consumers’ privacy is being invaded,
particularly given that the app will generate feedback. If consumers get the impression
that their data is being sold to retailers then that concern will be heightened. There is
also a risk that the app will lead to an excessive reaction from consumers and that they
will stop drinking Fizz altogether, rather than changing their lifestyle.
Requirement 2 – government concerns
Governments would generally prefer not to introduce laws that are potentially
controversial and so might antagonise voters. The sugar tax is likely to prove
unpopular with consumers whose preferred drinks will become more expensive. The
best way to satisfy the government would be for Fizz to seek advice from the Ministry
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of Health when setting the parameters for different responses. The involvement of
representatives from the Ministry would also make it easier for the government to
justify relying at least in part on the app.
While the government may wish to rely on the app, it may prove politically impossible
to do so. Politicians and other parties who have an interest in improving health will be
suspicious of any actions taken by interested members of the industry that are claimed
to be designed to tackle consumer safety. Fizz does not appear to have a genuine
economic interest in reducing the sale of high-calorie drinks, otherwise it would have
tackled this problem in a more drastic manner. The app appears to be an amusing
activity for consumers, but the fact that it requires them to drink Fizz products in order
to access it suggests that it could actually stimulate more sales of these drinks.
The government has already announced a sugar tax and it will appear weak if it is
seen to withdraw that proposal in the face of industry lobbying. The development of
the app may come too late to prevent the immediate action planned by the
government. Realistically, the best that Fizz can hope to achieve is to actively
persuade consumers to switch to sugar-free drinks so that it can minimise the impact
of the sugar tax. This would be an opportunity to demonstrate a commitment to
support the government’s desire to improve health and could be helpful in influencing
future government actions.
One compromise would be for Fizz to work with the government in the development of
the app. The functions and coding could be left to the government’s health
department, so that there would be no doubt as to the value of the advice. Fizz might
contribute by sponsoring the developments and helping with the distribution.
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Task 3
Requirement 1 – controls and internal audit investigation
Fizz should grant each member of staff who works with app data a user name and
password. The access permitted by these should be restricted to reflect the staff
member’s job. For example, access to app users’ names and their email addresses
might be restricted to customer service staff who have a need to deal directly with
users and answer their queries. Other staff might be restricted to accessing nonpersonal details and summaries that they require to collate reports.
Data files should be accessible to staff with a need for access, but should not be
downloadable or exportable. Files should be encrypted so that any copies cannot be
opened by anybody who does not possess the key. That would make it impossible for
staff to abuse files by downloading personal details and possibly selling them to third
parties.
Fizz should take care when hiring staff to check their backgrounds and take up
references. If the staff who have access to the files are competent and honest then
they will be far less likely to abuse any access that they have in order to fulfil their
duties. Staff induction and training should ensure that all staff are aware of their duty to
respect customer privacy.
The app service is being provided by a new entity that was created as a subsidiary
and staffed by new hires. Sending in an internal audit team would demonstrate the
interest that Fizz’s Board takes in the operation of that company. The message being
sent to the staff through the involvement of the internal auditor could be sufficient
justification for the investigation even if it discovered very little of value. It would ensure
that staff are aware that the Board takes user privacy seriously and that any
allegations will be investigated and dealt with.
The internal audit department is generally viewed as a service that supports the Board
by checking compliance with laid down processes and procedures. The investigation
would be a possible distraction from the internal plan, but the board has the right to
decide on priorities and to redirect resources as it sees fit. The internal audit
department would be able to respond quickly to any such request made by the Board.
The internal audit staff will be versatile and will be used to conducting ad hoc
investigations. They will have the expertise to conduct any investigation that is set for
them by the Board. They will also be trusted to report to the Board in confidence, with
little risk of any adverse findings being leaked to regulators, the press or any other
third parties.
Requirement 2 – ethics
Ignoring the external auditor’s concerns would put Fizz in direct conflict with a number
of fundamental principles of ethics.
Ignoring the concerns would be a breach of integrity because the protection of users’
personal data would be taken for granted by the users themselves. They would expect
Fizz to treat their data with respect and to ensure that it was not abused by anyone,
including staff who might use it for their own purposes. Integrity requires Fizz to be
straightforward and honest and so ignoring a potential breach of users’ trust would be
unacceptable.
Confidentiality is almost certainly a formal element of the agreement with users and
Fizz has breached that by permitting unauthorised staff to gain access. The app will
undoubtedly have a great deal of personal data that could be used to breach users’
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privacy. Fizz should take immediate steps to safeguard the users from any further
breaches. Fizz should also take steps to warn users that they may be at risk because
of the possibility that their contact details could be abused by unauthorised staff.
This is also a breach of the principle of professional behaviour, which requires Fizz to
comply with all relevant laws and regulations. Most countries have very strict laws
concerning the protection of personal data held by companies. Fizz is clearly in breach
of those rules and management should check whether it has further legal obligations
to attempt to rectify the default.
Requirement 3 – divestment
This venture is essentially Fizz’s first digital strategy and it does provide an opportunity
to learn from this and develop additional revenue sources. If the Board divests itself
then it will be sending the message that Fizz does not wish to develop a meaningful
digital strategy. This has been a high-profile activity and so the sale of the service
could be viewed as a serious setback.
It may be difficult to sell the service for a meaningful sum, even though it has attracted
2m members. It would always be possible to develop a rival and to build up a
significant following. In fact, social media has a history of users switching their loyalty
to new platforms as they become available. Any potential buyer will consider the
possible loss of members. The app could be worth more to Fizz because it would have
a significant incentive to ensure that it remains current.
The primary purpose of the app was to demonstrate Fizz’s commitment to encouraging
users to consume healthy products. If the buyer agrees to continue to monitor users
diets and to give the same encouragement then the app could fulfil Fizz’s purpose,
regardless of its new ownership. That could enable Fizz to create a more overtly
commercial digital strategy that is designed to create revenues in a more explicit
manner.
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Strategic Level Case Study Question Tutorial – Sample Assessment 1
Guidance for markers

About this marking scheme
This marking scheme has been prepared for the CIMA 2019 professional qualification question
tutorial.
The indicative answers will show the expected or most orthodox approach; however the
nature of the case study examination tasks means that a range of responses will be valid.
The descriptors within this level-based marking scheme are holistic and can accommodate a
range of acceptable responses.
A marking scheme is a working document and will evolve during marking standardisation –
this document, of course, has not been subject to that process. The marking scheme CIMA
will publish after examinations will include any amendments which are discussed and agreed
during marking standardisation.
General marking guidance as would be given to markers is given below to aid with
understanding of how the scheme should be applied. It should also be noted that markers
would also be subject to extensive training and standardisation activities and ongoing
monitoring to ensure that judgements are being made correctly and consistently.
This document is provided to help students and learning partners understand the guiding
principles behind the marking of case study examinations for the 2019 professional
qualification. However, care must be taken not to make too many assumptions about future
marking schemes on the basis of this document. While the guiding principles remain constant,
details may change depending on the content of a particular case study examination form.
General marking guidance
•
•
•

•
•
•

Marking schemes should be applied positively, with candidates rewarded for what they
have demonstrated and not penalised for omissions.
All marks on the scheme are designed to be awarded and full marks should be
awarded when all level descriptor criteria are met.
The marking scheme and indicative answers are provided as a guide to markers. They
are not intended to be exhaustive and other valid approaches must be rewarded.
Equally, students do not have to make all of the points mentioned in the indicative
answers to receive the highest level of the marking scheme.
An answer which does not address the requirements of the task must be awarded no
marks.
Markers should mark according to the marking scheme and not their perception of
where the passing standard may lie.
Where markers are in doubt as to the application of the marking scheme to a particular
candidate script, they must contact their lead marker.
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How to use this levels-based marking scheme
1. Read the candidate’s response in full
2. Select the level
• For each trait in the marking scheme, read each level descriptor and select one, using
a best-fit approach.
• The response does not need to meet all of the criteria of the level descriptor – it should
be placed at the level when it meets more of the criteria of this level than the criteria of
the other levels.
• If the work fits more than one level, judge which one provides the best match.
• If the work is on the borderline between two levels, then it should be placed either at
the top of the lower band or the bottom of the higher band, depending on where it fits
best.
3.

Select a mark within the level
Once you have selected the level, you will need to choose the mark to apply.
A small range of marks may be given at each level. You will need to use your
professional judgement to decide which mark to allocate.
• If the answer is of high quality and convincingly meets the requirements of the level,
then you should award the highest mark available. If not, then you should award a
lower mark within the range available, making a judgement on the overall quality of the
answer in relation to the level descriptor.
•
•

Summary of the core activities tested within each task

Sub-task

Core Activity

Sub-task
weighting
(% section
time)

Section 1
(a)
(b)
Section 2
(a)
(b)
Section 3
(a)
(b)
(c)

D. Evaluate and mitigate risk
C. Recommend financing strategies

55%
45%

A. Develop business strategy
B. Evaluate business ecosystem and business environment

55%
45%

E. Recommend and maintain a sound control environment
D. Evaluate and mitigate risk
A. Develop business strategy

60%
20%
20%
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SECTION 1
Sub task (a): Risk register
Hong Li, our CEO, is annoyed that we were not better prepared for the sugar tax proposal.
He is particularly concerned that we had included the possibility of a sugar tax on our risk
register, but with a likelihood of 2 and a severity of 5, giving a risk factor of only 10 out of a
maximum of 25. Please draft a briefing note that I might use to address his concern that
we misclassified the risk.
Trait
Need to
Level
Descriptor
Marks
classify
No rewardable material
0
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Assessing
risk

Level
Level 1

Level 2
Level 3

Explains the need to avoid classifying every risk as
severe, otherwise management will become
distracted and/or explains that the adverse outcome
does not necessarily mean that the risk was
misclassified.
Discusses the need to take care not to classify
every risk as severe, otherwise management will
become distracted, and discusses the fact that the
adverse outcome does not necessarily mean that
the risk was misclassified.
Advises clearly and logically that care has to be
taken not to classify every risk as severe, otherwise
management will become distracted, and advises
that the adverse outcome does not necessarily
mean that the risk was misclassified.
Descriptor
No rewardable material
Discusses the classification of 2/5 for likelihood and
5/5 for severity, offering a limited justification of the
classification.
Discusses the classification of 2/5 for likelihood and
5/5 for severity in logical manner.
Evaluates the classification of 2/5 for likelihood and
5/5 for severity in a clear and realistic manner.

Sub task (b): Share price
The Board is confused by the behaviour of Fizz’s share price. It dropped by
approximately 10% within minutes of yesterday’s press release by the Minister
for Health, but recovered significantly over the course of next few hours. The
closing price was down by only 3% by the end of the day. Please explain
whether there is a rational economic explanation for those share price
movements.
Trait
Market
Level
Descriptor
efficiency
No rewardable material
Level 1
Describes market efficiency in terms of weak, semistrong and strong forms.
Level 2
Assesses the logic underlying the proposition that
share prices reflect all relevant information in a
manner that demonstrates some logic.

1-3

4-6

7-9

Marks
0
1-3

4-6
7-9

Marks
0
1-2
3-5
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Level 3

Explanation Level
Level 1
Level 2

Level 3

Assesses the logic underlying the proposition that
share prices reflect all relevant information in a
clear and logical manner.
Descriptor
No rewardable material
Discusses the possibility that the pattern of price
movements described in the case could be logical.
Assesses the pattern of price movements described
in the case, making some allowances for the
possibility of new information becoming available to
update prices and/or the possibility of speculation.
Assesses the pattern of price movements described
in the case, allowing for the possibility of new
information becoming available to update prices
and the need for even an efficient market to
process published facts and also the possibility of
short-term movements attributable to speculation.

6-7

Marks
0
1-2
3-5

6-8
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SECTION 2
Sub task (a): Digital strategy
Please evaluate Anthony’s proposal as a digital strategy.
Trait
Feasibility
Level
Descriptor
No rewardable material
Level 1

Describes, to a limited extent, the issues associated
with putting the strategy into practice.
Level 2
Evaluates, in a clear and sensible manner, the
implementation issues associated with this strategy,
identifying synergies and potential obstacles to
putting this strategy into practice.
Level 3
Evaluates, in a clear, sensible and comprehensive
manner, the implementation issues associated with
this strategy, identifying synergies and potential
obstacles to putting this strategy into practice.
Suitability
Level
Descriptor
No rewardable material
Level 1
Describes, to a limited extent, the issues associated
with the proposed strategy’s suitability for
advancing the company’s business model.
Level 2
Evaluates, in a clear and sensible manner, the
consistency of the proposed digital strategy with the
advancement of the company’s business model.
Level 3
Evaluates, in a clear, sensible and comprehensive
manner, the consistency of the proposed digital
strategy with the advancement of the company’s
business model.
Sub task (b): Government concerns
Please evaluate the app’s potential as a response to government concerns
about sugar consumption.
Trait
Practical
Level
Descriptor
No rewardable material
Level 1
Describes, to a limited extent, the app’s ability to
improve the health of users, in terms of whether it
might encourage greater responsibility by
consumers with regard to their consumption of
sugar.
Level 2
Evaluates, in a clear and sensible manner, the
app’s ability to improve the health of users, in terms
of whether it might encourage greater responsibility
by consumers with regard to their consumption of
sugar.
Level 3
Evaluates, in a clear, sensible and comprehensive
manner, the app’s ability to improve the health of
users, in terms of whether it might encourage
greater responsibility by consumers with regard to
their consumption of sugar.

Marks
0
1-3
4-6

7-9

Marks
0
1-3

4-6

7-9

Marks
0
1-2

3-5

6-7
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Political

Level
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Descriptor
No rewardable material
Describes, to a limited extent, the likely response
that the government might expect if it is presented
as a basis for improving consumer health, including
coverage in the press and online media.
Evaluates, in a clear and sensible manner, the
likely response that the government might expect if
it is presented as a basis for improving consumer
health, including coverage in the press and online
media.
Evaluates, in a clear, sensible and comprehensive
manner, the likely response that the government
might expect if it is presented as a basis for
improving consumer health, including coverage in
the press and online media.

Marks
0
1-2

3-5

6-8
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SECTION 3
Sub task (a): Managing app files
Firstly, what are the key controls that we might introduce over the management of the app
files and would it be appropriate to ask Fizz’s internal audit department to investigate the
possible problems identified by the external auditor?
Trait
Controls
Level
Descriptor
Marks
No rewardable material
0
Level 1

Recommends controls that would reduce the risk of 1-3
unauthorised access
Level 2
Recommends effective and feasible controls to
4-7
reduce the risk of unauthorised access.
Level 3
Recommends sufficient effective and feasible
8-10
controls to ensure that the risk of unauthorised
access is reduced to an acceptable level.
Internal
Level
Descriptor
Marks
audit
No rewardable material
0
Level 1
Describes, to a limited extent, the implications of
1-3
conducting an internal audit investigation into a new
department that is staffed by recently appointed
staff.
Level 2
Evaluates, in a clear and logical manner, the
4-7
implications of conducting an internal audit
investigation into a new department that is staffed
by recently appointed staff.
Level 3
Evaluates, in a clear, logical and comprehensive
8-10
manner, the implications of conducting an internal
audit investigation into a new department that is
staffed by recently appointed staff.
Sub task (b): Ethics of ignoring comments
Secondly, would it be unethical to ignore the external auditor’s comments on
the grounds that we are giving users a free service?
Trait
Unethical
Level
Descriptor
Marks
No rewardable material
0
Level 1
Describes, to a limited extent, the ethical
1-2
implications of ignoring the external auditor’s
advice.
Level 2
Evaluates, in a clear and logical manner, the ethical 3-5
implications of ignoring the external auditor’s
advice.
Level 3
Evaluates, in a clear, logical and comprehensive
6-7
manner, the ethical implications of ignoring the
external auditor’s advice.
Sub task (c): Divestment of subsidiary
Thirdly, the app service was established as a 100% subsidiary of the Fizz Group. Should
we divest ourselves of the company by selling it to a company that has greater expertise in
managing digital services?
Divestment Level
Descriptor
Marks
No rewardable material
0
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Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Describes, to a limited extent, the commercial
implications of losing control over this entity,
allowing due consideration of the main opportunity
costs.
Evaluates, in a clear and logical manner, the
commercial implications of losing control over this
entity, allowing due consideration of the main
opportunity costs.
Evaluates, in a clear, logical and comprehensive
manner, the commercial implications of losing
control over this entity, allowing due consideration
of the main opportunity costs.

1-2

3-5

6-7
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TASK 1
Requirement 1 – fixing ingredient prices
The most immediate advantage is that we would know the cost of ingredients into the
future, up to the period that is covered by these instruments. Ingredients are a
significant component of our total cost price.We will be able to price our products,
knowing that we will not suffer any unforeseen losses due to an increase in sugar
reliance on digital model prices. That will also ensure that our cash flows are easier to
manage because we will not be forced to deal with unexpected payables.
The fact that our competitors fixed their prices meant that we were at a potential
disadvantage if prices rose, as they did recently. Our competitors can leave their
selling prices unchanged without incurring any reduction in profits. Their shareholders
may appreciate the resulting decrease in volatility and so their shares may be
regarded as less risky. Their boards may also seem more astute because they are not
leaving themselves exposed to commodity fluctuations.
Fixing prices protects us against price rises, but also means that we cannot take
advantage of price falls. If sugar prices had fallen then we could either have undercut
our competitors or left our selling prices unchanged and had a larger profit.
Paradoxically, we cannot be certain whether our competitors will fix their prices in the
future and so we could find ourselves fixing and suffering a loss of market share if
prices fall. It is also debatable whether fixing in advance will affect our total costs in the
long term. Sellers will not fix their prices without some thought about how the market is
likely to move.
Requirement 2 – scenario planning
A formal system of scenario planning would involve Fizz’s management and board
making constant predictions about the future so that potential disruptions can be at
least planned for. The most relevant starting point would be to keep Fizz’s PEST
analysis up to date, with particular attention being paid to changes that might be
foreseen. The prediction should extend out to a realistic horizon, allowing for likely
disruptions such as a general election and a change of government. The implications
of those changes for Fizz’s business future should then be considered.
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The Board might establish a planning committee of senior managers to conduct the
scenario planning process. It might be useful to hold a brainstorming session, with
some input from a facilitator, to identify areas in which scenarios might be considered.
Once a list has been compiled and described in sufficient detail to ensure that each
item is clear and actionable, the next step would be to rank them in order of priority.
The scenarios that reflect the most likely threats or opportunities should be tackled
first, with working parties established to develop suitable responses for each scenario.
The scenario planning process should possibly extend beyond the development of
planning documents. The Board should consider whether any of those plans should be
underpinned by resources. For example, scenarios relating to the loss of IT systems
might be underpinned by the identification of suppliers who could be used to replace
any damaged or corrupted hardware or software. If necessary, those contacts might
be paid a retainer so that they will be prepared to support Fizz in the event of an IT
disaster. For some systems, the Board could go so far as to invest in additional
capabilities, such as the creation of a backup system that could be used if the primary
system fails.
One possible scenario might be a curtailment of the sale of high-calorie drinks,
possibly arising from legislation or from consumer tastes. Fizz could plan for that
possibility in terms of the production implications, if any, of changing the proportions of
tradition versus sugar-free drinks. It might be possible to plan ahead by consulting with
lobbying firms and putting one on a retainer in case Fizz ever has to defend the safety
of its products. It would also be useful to have the basis for a marketing plan ready for
a shift to alternative products.
Another scenario might be a disruption in the on-trade market, perhaps with mergers
between some major players. That could leave Fizz competing to serve a smaller
number of customers, each of whom is larger. Fizz might address that possibility by
ensuring that it serves as many of the existing on-trade customers as possible, even if
some are slightly uneconomic, so that it is likely to be serving both parties to any
merger. Fizz should also gather as much information as it can about the business
sectors that its customers occupy so that it is aware of any major changes that could
have an impact on its customer base.
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Task 2
Requirement 1 – acquisition decision
We should consider the suitability of this investment. It could be argued that we are
heavily dependent on our ability to secure and manage supplies of commodities,
particularly sugar. It could be argued that the acquisition of Benton Farm Management
will give Fizz greater control over its supply chain. The ability to engage with farmers
and to better understand their perceptions of the sugar market would be helpful in
terms of making decisions about hedging and ordering in advance. Fizz buys other
farmed commodities, such as fruit juices, and so this investment could support a host
of products.
The feasibility of the venture is complicated by the fact that the service provided by
Benton Farm Management really requires independence. Farmers may be reluctant to
seek advice in the future if there is a possibility that they will be encouraged to grow
sugar beet for the consultant’s parent company. The farmers might not see any great
advantage in signing contracts with Fizz given that most commodities can be sold
forward and so they may be suspicious of any contract that does not match the terms
available from the market. It may be possible to overcome these problems if the
consultants have a prior relationship with the farms and are trusted to give sound
advice. They could declare their interest in buying particular crops and demonstrate
why the contract being offered is win-win.
The acceptability of the proposal really depends on the cost of the investment. Fizz
can afford to be reasonably generous because it will benefit from all of the revenues
that the consultancy earns, in addition to any costs that are averted through
developing relationships with farm businesses. Fizz will have to consider whether there
are any risks associated with this investment. For example, does the founder have an
ongoing role in the business and will it create problems if the founder leaves?
Requirement 2 – valuation
We might start by valuing the company’s assets. That generally undervalues
companies, but we still need to know roughly how much the asset are worth just in
case they exceed the value associated with future cash flows. The seller will not
accept less than the asset valuation. The farm management software may have a
significant value if it is superior to that of competing systems and it was developed
internally, so the founder may have an exaggerated belief in its value. Paradoxically,
the value of the software may be more easily determined by reviewing the profitability
of the company, because its value is tied to the company’s ability to sell services.
Benton Farm Management may also own property, such as office premises, which
should be relatively easy to value on the basis of market prices for similar properties.
A more realistic approach would be to value the company on the basis of its earnings.
One approach would be to identify a quoted company in the same line of business and
determine its price/earnings ratio. Multiplying Benton Farm Management’s earnings
per share by the P/E ratio would give a defensible share price that reflected stock
market views on the company’s value. The biggest challenge would be to find a
suitable quoted comparative because Benton Farm Management has a very specific
business model and there may not be a quoted company that focuses on this very
narrow area. In that case, Fizz might look at typical P/E ratios for companies that offer
consulting and at companies in the agriculture industry in the hope that their p/e ratios
fall within a reasonably narrow range.
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Fizz might modify the p/e basis to reflect the additional profits that Benton Farm
Management will bring to the group. Ultimately, the price of a company will be
determined by negotiation and so there is no “correct” valuation. The target’s founder
might attempt to press Fizz into paying more than the market valuation of earnings.
Fizz should consider that possibility and should have an upper limit that reflects the
total value to the group of a successful acquisition. Fizz should be prepared to
negotiate in case the founder argues that the selling price should reflect these
projected earnings. In that case, the founder is likely to overstate that value.
Requirement 3 – exchange of shares
The most immediate benefit is that the share exchange will conserve cash within the
Fizz Group. Issuing shares would effectively pass the cost on to the shareholders,
through a dilution in their ownership. That dilution would be offset by the (hopefully)
positive NPV of the acquisition. Fizz is quoted company, which suggests that the
shares are widely held and so the existing shareholders will not suffer any meaningful
loss of control. This assumes that Benton is small enough to be absorbed by Fizz
without issuing sufficient shares to change shareholder perceptions of risk and return
to a material extent.
Giving Benton’s founder a significant minority holding, even a few percent of the
company, could introduce short term volatility into Fizz’s share price. If the founder
decides sell the Fizz shares in order to realise cash from the sale than the share price
will fall. In an efficient market, the disposal of shares is often interpreted as a signal
than a market participant has some “bad news” and so others may sell for speculative
reasons. The share price would recover in time, but it could put Fizz’s Board under
some pressure and could lead to concerns about the wisdom of the acquisition.
Fizz has a low gearing ratio and so could afford to borrow in order to raise funds to
acquire Benton. The ratio is presently 31.4/ (272.8+31.4) = 10%, which is not a
significant level. It is unlikely that Fizz will pay enough to have a meaningful impact on
gearing. That would permit a simpler message to be presented to the shareholders
because the Board could simply enter into a loan agreement and announce the
takeover once it is completed. That would probably place less emphasis on the
acquisition and so the shareholders would be less inclined to react unfavourably.

Task 3
Requirement 1 – internal controls
Ideally, there would be some segregation of duties that would make it difficult for
consultants to overstate the premium. At present, the consultant seems to input the
variables into the system and then makes an offer based on the results. The fraud
would be far more difficult if another member of staff gathered the basic data for input
into the system. The system would then identify the recommended crops and the
consultant could negotiate the contract with the farmer. The consultants could have
the ability to read farmer’s files but not to input or change variables, so that the
premium could not be falsified by entering, say, a misleading test result relating to soil
conditions.
The consultants should have limits to the level of premium that they can offer without
first seeking authorisation. If the consultants wish to offer a higher premium then they
should be required to seek authorisation from a more senior colleague and to justify
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the payment. That would limit the amount by which any premium could be overstated,
which would make the fraud less attractive to both the farmer and the consultant.
Consultants should be required to submit all soil samples for retention and possible
retesting in the event of a query. Benton should develop a clear and logical process for
arriving at any recommendations concerning crops. It should be possible for a
manager to check the consultants’ recommendations by reviewing the work done and
considering the logic that has been applied.
Consultants could be asked to work in teams with each team focussing on a particular
region or type of farm. Team members would work together in dealing with each farm.
That would lead to the farmers developing a working relationship with more than one
consultant, which would mean that the team members would have to collude if they
wished to repeat this fraud. This arrangement would offer further practical advantages,
such as giving the consultants a better overview of the farms in their regions.
Benton Farm Management might review all cases where consultants are
recommending beet contracts with farmers. There should be an upper limit per tonne
on the premium that should be negotiated with farmers, in order to ensure that
consultants do not offer excessive amounts. Any premium that exceeds a given
amount should trigger a review by a manager before it is finalised.
A manager should conduct a number of follow-up visits to a random selection of farms
that are in receipt of a premium in order to check that the consultant’s recommendation
is justified. Disciplinary action should be taken against the original consultants if the
follow-up investigation reveals a different result to that originally submitted. The results
of any such action should be made public so that all staff are deterred from misstating
the results of their surveys.
Requirement 2 – internal audit
Audit resources should be directed at areas of high risk and so the facts of this case
should be reviewed. The internal audit department could investigate the possibility that
this matter is worth investigating by identifying the numbers of contracts that involved
Fizz paying a premium to motivate a farmer to grow sugar beet. If there are very few
such contracts or if the premiums are relatively small then the investigation would be
unlikely to yield a meaningful result. If the dismissed consultant was the main source of
such contracts then there is even less point because he has already left the company.
This would be a difficult fraud to investigate because it involves collusion between
consultants and farmers. Any investigation that requires a response from the farmers
could lead to a loss of business if farmers react badly to any implication that they have
been dishonest. There may not be any files or documents that would enable the
internal auditor to check that the data that has been input into the system has been
done so correctly. It may be helpful to seek the advice of Maureen Sakes before
proceeding with any investigation.
There could be an argument that an internal audit investigation would ensure that the
remaining consultants are deterred from manipulating future premiums. It would reflect
the Board’s attitude towards staff fraud and would deter any future abuse of this
loophole. It would also be useful for the Board to know whether it has many farmers
who could be unwilling to stop growing crops for Fizz if their premiums are no longer
being overstated. In that case, the audit team should make a point of interviewing as
many consultants as possible in order to warn them that they are subject to review.
It should be borne in mind that the internal audit department will have a full programme
of work and that an ad hoc fraud investigation could be a distraction. Internal audit is
generally about checking and encouraging compliance and so there could be more
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significant issues that are overlooked if audit staff are redirected. The decision to
interrupt the programme should be take account of the work that will be delayed or
possibly left undone and the risks associated with those areas. The Board should also
be aware of the impact and should decide on the depth of the fraud investigation,
allowing for the resources that are to be redirected.
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Strategic Level Case Study Question Tutorial – Sample Assessment 2
Guidance for markers

About this marking scheme
This marking scheme has been prepared for the CIMA 2019 professional qualification question
tutorial.
The indicative answers will show the expected or most orthodox approach; however the
nature of the case study examination tasks means that a range of responses will be valid.
The descriptors within this level-based marking scheme are holistic and can accommodate a
range of acceptable responses.
A marking scheme is a working document and will evolve during marking standardisation –
this document, of course, has not been subject to that process. The marking scheme CIMA
will publish after examinations will include any amendments which are discussed and agreed
during marking standardisation.
General marking guidance as would be given to markers is given below to aid with
understanding of how the scheme should be applied. It should also be noted that markers
would also be subject to extensive training and standardisation activities and ongoing
monitoring to ensure that judgements are being made correctly and consistently.
This document is provided to help students and learning partners understand the guiding
principles behind the marking of case study examinations for the 2019 professional
qualification. However, care must be taken not to make too many assumptions about future
marking schemes on the basis of this document. While the guiding principles remain constant,
details may change depending on the content of a particular case study examination form.
General marking guidance
•
•
•

•
•
•

Marking schemes should be applied positively, with candidates rewarded for what they
have demonstrated and not penalised for omissions.
All marks on the scheme are designed to be awarded and full marks should be
awarded when all level descriptor criteria are met.
The marking scheme and indicative answers are provided as a guide to markers. They
are not intended to be exhaustive and other valid approaches must be rewarded.
Equally, students do not have to make all of the points mentioned in the indicative
answers to receive the highest level of the marking scheme.
An answer which does not address the requirements of the task must be awarded no
marks.
Markers should mark according to the marking scheme and not their perception of
where the passing standard may lie.
Where markers are in doubt as to the application of the marking scheme to a particular
candidate script, they must contact their lead marker.
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How to use this levels-based marking scheme
1. Read the candidate’s response in full
2. Select the level
• For each trait in the marking scheme, read each level descriptor and select one, using
a best-fit approach.
• The response does not need to meet all of the criteria of the level descriptor – it should
be placed at the level when it meets more of the criteria of this level than the criteria of
the other levels.
• If the work fits more than one level, judge which one provides the best match.
• If the work is on the borderline between two levels, then it should be placed either at
the top of the lower band or the bottom of the higher band, depending on where it fits
best.
3.

Select a mark within the level
Once you have selected the level, you will need to choose the mark to apply.
A small range of marks may be given at each level. You will need to use your
professional judgement to decide which mark to allocate.
• If the answer is of high quality and convincingly meets the requirements of the level,
then you should award the highest mark available. If not, then you should award a
lower mark within the range available, making a judgement on the overall quality of the
answer in relation to the level descriptor.
•
•

Summary of the core activities tested within each task

Sub-task

Core Activity

Sub-task
weighting
(% section
time)

Section 1
(a)
(b)
Section 2
(a)
(b)
(c)
Section 3
(a)
(b)

B. Evaluate business ecosystem and business
environment
A. Develop business strategy

40%

A. Develop business strategy
C. Recommend financing strategies
C. Recommend financing strategies

30%
35%
35%

D. Evaluate and mitigate risk
E. Recommend and maintain a sound control
environment

55%
45%

60%
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SECTION 1
Sub task (a): Fixing commodity prices
Analyse the advantages and disadvantages to Fizz of fixing ingredient prices in advance
for extended periods.
Trait
Advantages
Level
Descriptor
Marks
No rewardable material
0
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Disadvantages Level
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Describes the advantages of fixing prices in a
manner that takes some account of the
company’s business model and its industry.
Evaluates the advantages of fixing prices in a
clear and logical manner that takes account of
the company’s business model and its industry.
Evaluates the advantages of fixing prices in a
clear, logical and comprehensive manner that
takes full account of the company’s business
model and its industry.
Descriptor
No rewardable material
Describes the disadvantages of fixing prices in a
manner that takes some account of the
company’s business model and its industry.
Evaluates the disadvantages of fixing prices in a
clear and logical manner that takes account of
the company’s business model and its industry.
Evaluates the disadvantages of fixing prices in a
clear, logical and comprehensive manner that
takes full account of the company’s business
model and its industry.

Sub task (b): Scenario plans
Discuss how Fizz might go about implementing a formal system of scenario
planning. Please identify and discuss two examples of scenarios (other than
ingredient price increases) in order to support your discussion.
Trait
Implementing
Level
Descriptor
No rewardable material
Level 1
Recommends, in outline, a practical approach to
scenario planning
Level 2
Recommends a practical approach to scenario
planning that takes some account of the industry,
the nature of the scenarios that might be
considered and the availability of relevant
information.
Level 3
Recommends a practical approach to scenario
planning that takes full account of the industry,
the nature of the scenarios that might be
considered and the availability of relevant
information.
Examples
Level
Descriptor
No rewardable material

1-3

4-7

8-10

Marks
0
1-3

4-7

8-10

Marks
0
1-2
3-4

5-6

Marks
0
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Level 1
Level 2

Level 3

Advises a weak example of a scenario that might
be explored.
Advises an example of a scenario that illustrates
the potential matters that ought to be planned for
by this company’s management.
Advises two examples of scenarios that illustrate
the potential matters that ought to be planned for
by this company’s management.

1-2
3-5

6-7
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SECTION 2
Sub task (a): Acquisition decision
Please recommend, with reasons, whether we should implement Simon’s proposed
acquisition of Benton Farm Management.
Trait
Decision
Level
Descriptor
Marks
No rewardable material
0
Level 1

Recommends, with limited justification, whether
this potential acquisition is suitable for the group.
Level 2
Recommends, with clear and logical justification,
whether this potential acquisition is suitable for
the group.
Level 3
Recommends, with clear, logical and
comprehensive justification, whether this
potential acquisition is suitable for the group as a
whole.
Sub task (b): Valuation of target company
Please recommend, with reasons, the approach that we should take to valuing
Benton Farm Management.
Trait
Valuation
Level
Descriptor
No rewardable material
Level 1
Describes models that would support the
valuation of this company.
Level 2
Recommends, with clear and logical justification,
the models that would support the valuation of
this company, considering the availability of
relevant information.
Level 3
Recommends, with clear, logical and
comprehensive justification, the models that
would support the valuation of this company,
allowing for the availability of relevant
information.
Sub task (c): Benefits of share exchange
Please evaluate the benefits of acquiring Benton Farm Management through an
exchange of shares with Fizz.
Trait
Exchange
Level
Descriptor
No rewardable material
Level 1
Describes the implications of acquiring the target
company through an exchange of shares.
Level 2
Evaluates, in a clear and logical manner, the
implications of acquiring the target company
through an exchange of shares.
Level 3
Evaluates, in a clear and logical manner, the
implications of acquiring the target company
through an exchange of shares, recognising the
implications of the differences in size of the two
entities.

1-3
4-7

8-10

Marks
0
1-4
5-8

9-12

Marks
0
1-3
4-7

8-11
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SECTION 3
Sub task (a): Internal controls
What controls might we introduce in order to prevent a recurrence of the fraud described
in the Board minute?
Trait
Segregation
Level
Descriptor
Marks
No rewardable material
0
Level 1
Level 2

Level 3

Limits

Level
Level 1
Level 2

Level 3

Other controls

Level
Level 1
Level 2

Level 3

Describes the principle of segregation of duties
Advises, without justification, that authorisation,
recording and handling assets to different
members of staff.
Advises, in a clear and logical manner, how
duties should be organised to ensure that fraud
can only be conducted if there is collusion.
Descriptor
No rewardable material
Describes principle of authorisation limits.
Advises, without justification, that consultants
should be required to obtain authorisation from a
relevant superior.
Advises, in a clear and logical manner, that
consultants should be required to obtain
authorisation from a relevant superior who has
been identified in the answer.
Descriptor
No rewardable material
Describes further controls that would reduce the
risk of fraud.
Recommends, in a clear and logical manner, of
controls (other than segregation and
authorisation) that would be effective in reducing
the risk of fraud.
Recommends, in a clear and logical manner, of
controls (other than segregation and
authorisation) that would be effective in reducing
the risk of fraud to an acceptable level.

Sub task (b): Internal audit
Would it be appropriate to have the internal audit department investigate
whether the fraud that was reported was an isolated incident?
Trait
Capability
Level
Descriptor
No rewardable material
Level 1
Identifies problems associated with fraud
investigations.
Level 2
Advises, in a clear and logical manner, the
problems that would arise in detecting staff fraud
by consultants.
Level 3
Advises, in a clear and logical manner, whether
internal audit staff would be able to detect fraud,

1
2-3

4

Marks
0
1
2-3

4

Marks
0
1-3
4-7

8-11

Marks
0
1-2
3-5

6-7
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Resources

Level
Level 1
Level 2

Level 3

given the quality of the evidence that is available
and the need for judgement by consultants.
Descriptor
No rewardable material
Explains the traditional role of internal audit with
regard to fraud.
Advises, in a clear and logical manner, the
governance implications of redirecting internal
audit resources from traditional compliance
testing.
Advises, in a clear and logical manner, the
governance implications of redirecting internal
audit resources from traditional compliance
testing to an ad hoc fraud investigation, allowing
for the nature of the business.

Marks
0
1-2
3-5

6-8

